is an open access repository that collects the work of Arts et Métiers ParisTech researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. This is an author-deposited version published in: http://sam.ensam.eu Handle IDAbstract This paper presents an experimental device developed to detect and estimate dissipated energy during very high cycle fatigue tests (VHCF) at high loading frequency (20 kHz) and low stress (i.e. far below the yield stress). Intrinsic dissipation is computed using local expressions of the heat diffusion equation and thermal data fields provided by an infrared focal plane array camera. The results obtained from tests performed on pure copper specimens show that dissipated energy exists whatever the attainable stress range and show that the dissipated energy rate is not constant throughout the test. Both findings are respectively incompatible with the concepts of fatigue limit based on elastic shakedown or on stabilized cyclic state associated with the mechanical hysteresis loop (viscoplastic shakedown).
Introduction
The existence of a fatigue limit is still controversial [1] [2] [3] . The fatigue limit is usually estimated from curves plotted for the stress vs. the number of cycles (SN). It is generally acknowledged, even by the industry standards, that above 10 7 cycles a more or less horizontal asymptote on this curve determines the fatigue limit. It is also more or less implicitly assumed that a viscoelastic or elastoplastic shakedown would occur below this limit, with the fatigue lifespan thus theoretically becoming infinite.
Nevertheless, previous studies [3] have shown that some materials can break in the VHCF regime below the traditional fatigue limit. This highlights the importance of performing fatigue tests at a very high number of cycles. The main difficulty, in this case, is to reach more than 10 8 -10 9 cycles in reasonable time. Many VHCF testing machines have been developed to reduce the test duration [4] . They involve performing fatigue tests at high loading frequencies (e.g. more than 1000 Hz). For such frequencies, the acceleration quantities are generally no longer negligible and the fatigue test must then be considered as a dynamic test. In this situation, it is thus necessary to check the stress pattern over the sample gage part and analyze the possible influence of self-heating and the loading frequency on the behavior of the tested material [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Regarding the modeling of the fatigue limits and lifespan, numerous mechanical-based uniaxial approaches have proposed phenomenological links between the hysteresis loop characteristics (e.g. Miner-Wöhler's law, Haig's diagram, Goodman-Soderberg's rules, etc.) and the fatigue limit and/ or the number of cycles to failure [9] [10] [11] [12] . Multiaxial fatigue criteria (e.g. Crossland, Sines, Dang-Van, etc.) starting from phenomenological or microstructural considerations were also proposed. Note that all of these approaches assumed a rapid stabilization of the hysteresis loop size for constant loading conditions. All of these design tools have been, and still are, beneficially used in numerous industrial applications to estimate the fatigue strength of mechanical parts. However, the experimental identification of such criteria for each particular case is very time consuming. This is the reason why alternative methods were recently proposed. Some of them are based on the thermal response of material subjected to fatigue loadings. More particularly, they analyze self-heating during stepwise loading fatigue tests involving cycle blocks with increasing stress ranges. The goal is to find a change in the heating regime empirically related to the fatigue limit of the material [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Note that, to determine the fatigue lifespan, these approaches assume that the material has a certain mechanical energy reserve to dissipate before rupture. The number of cycles to failure is computed by estimating the area of the stabilized hysteresis loop, while assuming that the energy mechanically lost per cycle is entirely dissipated. It is much faster to obtain self-heating diagrams than it is to plot Wölher curves. This explains the keen interest that some R&D partners have for thermal methods.
The following experimental work is based on calorimetric analysis of the material response during high frequency loading. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to assess dissipation fields during dynamic fatigue tests. The dissipation estimates are very sensitive because of the dynamic loading, the complex thermal situation, and, as usual, the regularizing effect of heat diffusion. However, these calorimetric data are essential safeguards to study the relevance of the fatigue limit concept, determine the nature of dissipative effects and check their constancy over the test, which is essential for a stabilized cyclic state. The fatigue limit and stabilized mechanical hysteresis loop concepts will be assessed from a thermodynamic standpoint, with elastic shakedown corresponding to a nondissipative process, while plastic shakedown reflects a steady dissipative process. The layout of the paper is as follows:
& The experimental setup is first introduced. It mainly involves an ultrasonic fatigue testing machine with a loading frequency of about 20 kHz and an infrared workstation. & Thermal diffusion models and image processing methods used to compute the intrinsic dissipation patterns are then presented. & Experimental results obtained on pure copper are finally shown and analyzed. Their consequences on some fatigue modeling foundations are finally discussed.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup involves an ultrasonic fatigue testing machine with a loading frequency 1000 times higher than conventional frequencies (here, 20 kHz). There are therefore advantages reaching the VHCF regimes within a reasonable time. Moreover, high frequency loading increases the dissipation intensity and thus generates large temperature variations that are easily detectable even by standard thermal measurement devices. The first ultrasonic fatigue machine was constructed by Mason in 1950 [23] . The ultrasonic actuators are designed assuming an elastic behavior of the material to test and the specimen movements are supposed to be free steadystate vibrations. The experimental setup essentially includes the three components [24, 25] shown in Fig. 1a :
a piezoelectric transducer, which transforms an electrical signal into a displacement a horn, which amplifies this displacement a specimen screwed on the horn and free of stress at its bottom extremity. This dynamic loading system and the "elastic" specimen are designed, using the wave equation, to have the first longitudinal eigen vibration mode at 20 kHz. The load ratio is R σ =σ min /σ max =−1. This system is calibrated with a laser extensometer to obtain the relation between the displacement variation on the horn edge and the input electrical signal. Assuming an elastic behavior it is then possible to compute the steady state stress distribution along the specimen length. Figure 1b shows a basic sketch of the stress range pattern along the gage part of the specimen [25] . As the influence of the stress gradient on the SN curves is sometimes reported [26] , its influence on the dissipation profiles will be discussed in the "Results and Comments" section.
Fatigue Tests
The specimens used in this work are hourglass shaped plate specimens in commercial polycrystalline copper CuOF 99.95 % (supplied by Griset). The Young's modulus is 130 GPa. All specimens are systematically annealed at 250°C for 60 min to relieve the residual stresses in the bulk specimen. The resulting mean grain size is then approximately 50 μm. The fatigue strength amplitude is about 93 MPa (R σ = −1) at 10 10 cycles [27] and the tensile yield stress at 0.2 % is 87 MPa for a ultimate tensile strength of about 230 MPa [28] . After mechanical and electrolytic polishing, the specimen surfaces are mirror polished with low residual stress [28] .
The fatigue tests consist of performing 10 6 to 10 9 cycles at different stress ranges (from Δσ/2= 20 MPa to 90 MPa) for stress ratio R σ =−1 and at loading frequency f L =20 kHz. Each stress range is numerically assessed in the middle crosssection of the specimen (x=0) for each electrical tension applied to the piezoelectric transducer : as previously mentioned, the displacement of the horn is monitored and used as boundary conditions in the model while an isotropic elastic behavior of the tested material has been assumed. However, because of the irreversibility of the fatigue process, whose the dissipation is the calorimetric signature, VHCF experiments are not really stress-controlled or free steady-state vibration tests.
Camera Calibration
The infrared focal plane array (IRFPA) camera used in this work (Titanium camera designed by FLIR-CEDIP) is equipped with an InSb 512×640 element detector. During the test, the camera lens axis is kept fixed and held perpendicular to the surface of the specimen during the tests. An individual pixel calibration of this camera is performed using an extended black body [29] . The calibration is based on a polynomial fitting of the temperature as a function of the signal delivered by each detector element. Here, nonuniformity correction (NUC) and bad pixel replacement (BPR) are no-longer considered. Bad pixels are not considered in the image processing presented hereafter. The specimen surface is painted matte black to have a surface emissivity close to one. It is then possible to measure temperature fields at the specimen surface. Spatial resolution and thermal accuracy are respectively about 0.1 mm/pixel and 20 mK. The frame rate of the IR camera is typically about 10 Hz. Readers interested in these tricky metrological issues can refer to [29] .
Heat Equation
Although ultrasonic fatigue tests are dynamic mechanical processes, they are considered as quasi-static processes from a thermodynamic standpoint (see the statement of the local state axiom in [30] ). Consequently, a finite set of variables can be chosen to describe the equilibrium material state. This generally involves the absolute temperature T, the (small) strain tensor ε and a vector α of N internal state variables. Combining the local expressions of the first and second principles of thermodynamics, and assuming the Fourier heat conduction law, the local heat diffusion equation can be written as:
where ρ is the mass density, C=−Tψ, TT the specific heat, ψ the Helmholtz free energy, k an isotropic conduction tensor. The left hand side of this equation is a differential operator applied to T while its right hand side gathers different heat sources. These are in turn: the intrinsic dissipation d 1 ¼ σ : ε−ρψ; ε : ε−ρψ; α : α̇, where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, the thermoelastic source s the , the other possible thermomechanical coupling sources s thc ( with s the þ s thc ¼ ρTψ; Tε : εþρTψ; Tα : α̇) and the external volume heat supply r ext . The local heat diffusion equation can be simplified assuming the following hypotheses [31, 32] :
& The parameters ρ and C are material constants, independent of the state variables. & The isotropic conduction tensor k is also a material constant independent of the state variables. & Thermoelastic effects induced by the thermo-dilatability are the only thermomechanical coupling factors considered hereafter (experiments on pure copper close to room temperature). & Because of the thermal inertia, the thermal gradients slowly vary during the tests as compared to the characteristic cyclic loading time. Moreover, the mean velocity field vanishes over a cycle for such periodic loading. Consequently, the convective terms of the total time derivative of the temperature were neglected. Under these hypotheses, the local heat diffusion equation is simplified into the following form:
Taking the loading frequency (20 kHz) and the maximum frame rate of the IR camera (100 Hz) into account (integration time=1000 μs=20 cycles), the thermoelastic source amplitude s the are here out of reach. Only the mean dissipation per cycle was derived from thermal data using, by construction, data corresponding to averaged temperatures over 20 loading cycles. Moreover, dissipation was estimated by evaluating the left hand side of the heat equation integrating equation (2) over the sample thickness (2D diffusion model) or over the sample cross-section (1D diffusion model). Under the previous hypotheses for thin flat samples (cf. Fig. 1b ), it has been shown in [31] that the mean temperature over the thickness (over the cross section) remains close to the corresponding surface temperature given by the IR camera.
2D Heat Diffusion Model
Under some additional hypotheses, it is possible to use an integrated form of the heat equation over the sample thickness to evaluate the depth-wise averaged heat source distribution [33] . These hypotheses are:
& The heat exchanges between front and back specimen surfaces and the surroundings are symmetric and linear with respect to the temperature variation. & The infrared surface temperatures remain close to the depth-wise averaged temperature field.
The 2D heat diffusion model can finally be formulated as:
where θ and d 1 respectively represent the depth-wise average distributions of θ and d 1 . The time constant τ 2D ¼ ρCe 2h characterizes perpendicular heat exchanges between the front and back specimen faces and the surroundings, where h and e are the heat exchange coefficient and the sample thickness, respectively. For the practical use of equation (3), the temperature measured at the specimen surface must remain close to the mean temperature over the cross-section S. This assumption is especially relevant since the sources are regularly distributed over S and the Biot number B i =hl c /k is small compared to the unit [34] . The characteristic length l c is commonly defined as the volume of the body divided by its surface area. For the copper specimens, the Biot number is about 10 −4 . In practice again, it is also often noted that widthwise heat losses are negligible compared with the length-wise losses ( ∂ 2 θ ∂y 2 ≪ ∂ 2 θ ∂x 2 ). This result is due to the fact that the testing machine grips act as heat wells for materials with high diffusivity. This is certainly the case of the pure copper studied here, for which the heat diffusion parameter is about 10 −4 m 2 .s −1 .
1D Heat Diffusion Model
The heat equation can also be integrated over each cross section area S(x)=e.l(x) to finally obtain a 1D heat diffusion model [32, 35] :
where the mean temperature variation over the cross section θ x; t ð Þ is identified to the width-wise average temperature given by the IR camera. The time constant
characterizes the global lateral heat exchanges by conduction, convection and radiation between the specimen cross-section and the surroundings.
Heat Exchange Coefficient Estimate
In 2D and 1D diffusion models, it is necessary to estimate a time constant (τ 1D or τ 2D ) characterizing local heat losses. This time constant depends on the specimen geometry, the material constant and also the heat exchange coefficient h. This coefficient is usually experimentally determined. This identification is achieved by analyzing thermoprofiles (1D analysis) during a thermal return to equilibrium. In this case, no heat source occurs. All the parameters of the 1D heat diffusion models are known except τ 1D (h). It is then possible to estimate h using a least-squares method. The best value of h named h opt minimizes the following function R:
where L and D represent the thermo-profile length and the thermal return duration, respectively. To simplify the presentation, a continuous version of the function to minimize has been written in equation (5) . Practically, discretized version of equation (5) is naturally used. This latter requires an evaluation of each differential operator (see section "Heat Source Computation"). As a result, h opt was found in ranges of 30-100 W.m −2 .K −1 according to the experimental conditions. These orders of magnitude show that the heat losses are not only induced by the natural convection but also by the turbulent airflow above the specimen (i.e. forced convection), which is aimed at cooling the piezoelectric converter and then the specimen. In the experimental and simulated results shown hereafter, a heat exchange of about h opt =30 W.m −2 .K −1 was used. However, it is worth noting that the contribution of the out-ofplane heat losses, remained low compared with the longitudinal ones irrespective of the possible value of h. In others words, the value of h had little influence on the heat source assessment for this pure copper material and specimen geometry.
A 1D thermal computation can be performed to check the relevance of the heat exchange coefficient estimate. This involves comparing a predicted thermo-profile to an experimental thermo-profile during a thermal return. This predicted thermoprofile is found by solving the following partial differential
Þare the experimental initial and Dirichlet's boundary conditions. Figure 3 shows stress amplitude and temperature profiles along the specimen length. Note that the stress distribution is symmetric whereas the temperature profile is not. As already mentioned, this dissymmetry is due to the thermal boundary conditions. One extremity of the sample (x=−L/2) is fixed to the horn-converter system cooled by a cold air jet while the sample is totally free on the other side (x=+L/2).
Effects of the Thermal Boundary Conditions
Because of this non-symmetry and heat diffusion mechanisms, a high stress level does not systematically correspond to a high temperature. The following section illustrates the critical role played by heat diffusion in the calorimetric analysis. (4)) is indeed linear with respect to the temperature. Consequently, it is possible to use the superposition principle. We consider hereafter that the experimental temperature profile (see Fig. 4 ) is the result of two contributions:
& where θ ss takes the influence of the boundary conditions into account. This temperature profile represents the temperature profile in the situation where no heat source occurs within the specimen gage part.
& where θ as only takes the heat source distribution into account. This heat sources is naturally unknown in practice. The construction of θ as is sometimes called the lifting of the temperature variation θ .
The experimental temperature profile is the solution of the following system where ϑ 0 (x) and ϑ AE L 2 t ð Þ are the initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively:
This system can be split into two systems to compute θ ss and then to derive θ as ¼ θ−θ ss . This partition is performed to separate the thermal effects induced by complex boundary conditions from those induced by the heat source distribution. 
The illustrative example shown in Fig. 4 is extracted from a fatigue test. Note the relative importance of θ ss and θ as and the effect of the dissymmetry of the boundary conditions on θ ss . Concerning the temperature profile θ as x; t ð Þ , it This distribution can be more easily correlated to the stress pattern shown in Fig. 3 .
Heat Source Computation
To derive heat sources from thermal images, we usually directly estimate the left hand member of the heat equation using either θ or θ as thermal data. Different techniques have been developed and used over the last years [31] [32] [33] 35] . In this work, the heat source assessment is based on a local approximation of the temperature field using a least-squares fitting. The approximation function reads:
where P i are second order polynomials in x and y. These polynomials enabled us to compute each partial differential operator of the heat diffusion equation. Hence, when knowing a local polynomial approximation of the temperature fields, it is possible to evaluate the intrinsic dissipation distribution d 1 .
Results and Comments
In the following, intrinsic dissipation d 1 is divided by ρC in order to have the volume energy rate (W/m 3 ) expressed in (°C/ s). This change of unit facilitates the data interpretation.
First Dissipation Properties
Tests were conducted as described in Fig. 5 . Fatigue tests were periodically stopped at the end of each block of cycles, with the stress amplitude (half of the stress range) increasing from block to block. The stress range was assessed considering the cross-section x=0. Figures 6(a-b) show intrinsic dissipation profiles along the specimen at 60 and 90 MPa during a 10 6 cycle fatigue test (block #7: (a) 0.3×10 5 cycles (b) 0.6×10 5 cycles (c) 10 6 cycles and block #10: (d) 0.3×10 5 cycles (e) 0.6×10 5 cycles (f) 10 6 cycles). We note here that the highest dissipation is close to the center section of the specimen, where the stress intensity is also highest (see Figs. 2 and 4) . However, this result was not systematic. Sometimes a high dissipation zone was observed further away from the specimen center. Nevertheless, whatever the localization locus, we systematically observed that the crack finally occurred in the zone of highest dissipation [36] .
A progressive increase in the dissipation intensity per cycle as a function of the number of cycles can also be observed in Fig. 6(a-b) . From a theoretical standpoint, this property is not compatible with the hypothesis of a stabilized cyclic state often used in the fatigue lifespan criteria. Indeed, in a general case, the hysteresis area is induced by energy storage or release, energy dissipation and thermomechanical coupling mechanisms [37] . This can symbolically be formulated as: 
where e is the specific internal energy of the material. Here, we recognize that coupling effects (thermoelastic ones) can be neglected over a cycle, with the process being approximately adiabatic. Consequently, only dissipation and energy storage are associated with the hysteresis loop here.
-If there is no energy storage, the dissipation increasing, the hysteresis loop cannot be stabilized and consequently there is no stabilized thermodynamic cyclic state. -If energy storage exists, the possibility of having a stabilized hysteresis loop may occur; however the mechanical cycle is no longer a thermodynamic cycle, and the cyclic stabilization becomes impossible.
So, even if the dynamic stress-strain response is still currently out of reach from an experimental standpoint, we can conclude that viscoplastic shakedown does not occur.
This energy analysis led us to formulate a possible definition of the fatigue limit associated with an infinite lifespan: this limit could exist if and only if any loading cycle, characterized by a stress range less than the fatigue limit, becomes a thermodynamic cycle. During this cycle, either no intrinsic dissipation occurs or all the deformation energy lost over the cycle is dissipated.
Stress Gradient Effects on Dissipation
As already mentioned, the dissipation profiles were obtained, in these previous tests, for different stress ranges assessed in the middle of the sample gage part. The dynamic effects in a specimen with variable cross-sections led to heterogeneous stress range patterns (cf Fig. 1 ). The dissipation profiles allowed us to study the possible influence of this stress range gradient. In Fig. 7 , the absolute value of the stress range gradient is plotted as a function of the stress range itself. Each curve corresponds to the distribution of stress range gradients for a given loading condition. These latter are represented by the stress range assessed in x=0, where ∂σ ∂x ¼ 0 and corresponding to the intersection of each curve with the abscissa axis. In Fig. 8 , the intrinsic dissipation curves are plotted as a function of the stress range for different stress range gradient values. These curves are very close to each other, thus indicating a negligible influence of the stress range gradient. 
Spatiotemporal Dissipation Patterns
Two-dimension dissipation fields can also be computed. These dissipation fields were estimated using the temperature on the specimen surface (black rectangle in Fig. 9a ). The abscissa corresponds to the specimen width and the ordinate to the length. The colorbar highlights the extent of self-heating, with the room temperature being around 20°C. Examples of 2D dissipation fields corresponding to block #7 are shown in Fig. 10 . A progressive narrowing and intensification of the dissipation zone can be noted. The 2D distributions also show that the profiles plotted in Fig. 6(a-b) are satisfactorily representative, with the dissipation gradients remaining low in the width direction.
Let <d 1 > now be the mean intrinsic dissipation defined by:
This mean value is computed over a zone centered in the middle of the specimen, at the end of each block of cycles. The length x 0 is here equal to 8 mm (see Fig. 6 ). The diagram <d 1 > vs. Δσ is plotted in Fig. 11(a-b) . We can observe that dissipation occurs regardless of the reachable applied load. The dissipation intensity obtained for the lowest strain amplitude (experimentally reachable) is about 10 −2°C .s −1 (i.e. 34 kW.m −3 ). The systematic presence of energy dissipation, as also observed in [38] , asks the question of the relevance of the concept of elastic shakedown.
A non-linear increase in mean dissipation can also be observed. This non-linear pattern has already been noted in HCF tests [19, 34, [38] [39] [40] .
Many different fatigue tests at a higher number of cycles have also been performed. In Fig. 12 , the goal is to observe the drift in the thermal and calorimetric signals as a function of the (large) number of cycles at "constant" stress range (here 90 MPa).
In order to limit data storage, the image recording is only performed during the two "short" blocks (a) and (b), which consists of 10 7 cycles (see Fig. 12 ). Between both blocks, a block of 9.×10 7 cycles is performed.
Similarly as in equation (12), let us define the mean temperature variation by:
In Fig. 13 , the results show temperature (a) and dissipation drifts (b) as a function of the number of cycles. The marked difference of magnitude observed between both recordings shows the evolution of the material state during the largest block #2, which included 9.×10 7 cycles.
Conclusion
In this work, heat diffusion models are proposed to estimate the dissipated energy during ultrasonic VHCF tests from & Energy dissipation occurs whatever the reachable stress range. Moreover, the dissipation intensity drastically increases with the stress range. No thermodynamic reversible domain can be clearly identified. & Temperature variation and dissipation intensity systematically grow with the number of cycles under constant loading conditions. This growing is associated with the variation in the microstructural state, so no stabilized cyclic states can be expected.
In conclusion, neither elastic nor plastic shakedown occurred during the VHCF fatigue tests on pure copper. In other words, the results show that the fatigue strength of copper (about 93 MPa at 10 10 cycles [27] ) cannot be considered as the fatigue limit from a thermodynamic standpoint.
Regarding the prospects, a crucial next stage should be an experimental analysis of the strain fields. It is indeed crucial, for future modeling work, to know the mechanical loading conditions more precisely without assuming the nature of the material behavior. Here we assumed that tests were stress-controlled, which is not true once microplastic hardening and/or damage occurs. The digital image correlation (DIC) method is currently being extended to dynamic tests.
Another important point to consider is related to the nature of the dissipative effects. Based on experiments on ferritic steel, some theoretical approaches estimate that the change in the self-heating regime is associated with the change in deformation mechanism: from viscoelastic, mechanically recoverable, mechanisms at low stress amplitudes (e.g. anelastic cyclic oscillations of anchored dislocations) to nonrecoverable viscoplastic mechanisms (e.g. inelastic dislocations glide) [38, 41] . The first calorimetric analysis during quasi-static HCF tests [31, 39] revealed an independence of the dissipated energy per cycle as a function of the loading frequency suggesting the occurrence of the same deformation mechanisms over the studied stress amplitude range. Investigating the frequency impact on the dissipation, other works also suggested the occurrence of plastic deformation in both regimes but which is more or less localized at the grain scale [42] . All these results led us to design second horn to operate at 30 kHz. Comparing the dissipation levels at 20 and 30 kHz should allow us to better understand the dissipative mechanisms in dynamic VHCF.
